WAC 230-14-125 Temporarily removing punch boards or pull-tab series from play. Operators may temporarily remove punch boards or pull-tab series from play and return them to play later. Operators must clearly identify the punch board or pull-tab series as reserved and prominently post house rules regarding hours of play or other conditions affecting play. Operators may temporarily remove punch boards or pull-tab series if they are:

1. Reserving a board or series for a player, as long as the operator ensures that the player meets the criteria in the house rules; or
2. Repairing or maintaining the pull-tab dispenser or container; or
3. Reserving a punch board or pull-tab series for play during certain hours of operation, for example, a "happy hour" game; or
4. Complying with the game removal requirements of WAC 230-14-050.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 9.46.070. WSR 07-17-058 (Order 614), § 230-14-125, filed 8/10/07, effective 1/1/08.]